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A cautionary tale…









Lessons from Leo…

 Early literacy does not just emerge; rather there 

are critical things that we do to make it happen

 Most children will need instruction



Recent evidence on early literacy development

 The Prevention of Reading Difficulties Report (1998) 

 The National Reading Panel Report (2000)

 The National Early Literacy Panel (2008)



Skills that are associated with reading 

success

 Phonological awareness

 Letter names/alphabetic 

principle

 C-a-t



Skills that are associated with reading 

success

 Concepts of print

 Language

 Grammar

 Vocabulary

 Pragmatics

 Comprehension



The simple view of reading

Code-related skills X Language 

comprehension=Reading



Not all skills are equal….

 Constrained skills

Phonological awareness

Letter names

Concepts of print



Skills associated with reading success

 Unconstrained skills

Vocabulary 

Comprehension



Some show up earlier than others

 Phonological awareness and letter names are the 

strongest predictors of reading success 

 BUT

 Vocabulary and Comprehension will be the strongest 

predictors from grade 4 on of reading success and school 

completion



Good news for librarians

This is what you do best



What do we know about vocabulary?

 Oral language development provides the foundation for 

print vocabulary development

 80,000 words to be able to perform well on SAT’s



Hart and Risley…



Risk factors

 Poverty

 Mother’s education

 Mother’s language



Beginning Kindergarten Students’ School Readiness 

Skills by Socioeconomic Status (SES)

 Lowest SES Highest SES

 Ability to recognize letters of alphabet 39% 85%

 Ability to identify beginning sounds 

 of words 10% 51%

 Identifies primary colors 69% 90%

 Counts to 20 48% 68%

 Writes own name 54% 76%

 Amount of time having been read to

 Prior to kindergarten 25 hours 1,000 hours

 Accumulated experience with 

 Words 13 million 45 million

 ____________________________________________________________



How do children develop a rich 

vocabulary?

 Cognitively challenging talk

 Frequent exposures to words

 Single most important avenue for learning new words---

books

 Repeated readings



Reading…

 The most important literacy 

activity

Medium Rare Words per 

1000

Print

Newspapers

Adult books

Comic Books

Children’s books

Preschool books

68.3

52.7

53.5

30.9

16.3

Television

Adult TV

Children’s shows

Mr. Rogers

22.7

20.2

2.0

Adult speech

College Graduate 17.3

Expert testimony 28.4





How do we help children develop 

comprehension?

 World knowledge

 Background knowledge is most important to the 

development of comprehension

 Information books; book sets; activities which engage 

children in deep investigations



21st Century Skills

 Multidimensional texts—integrating graphs, pictures, 

etc…

 Information navigation

 Critical literacy skills

 Bridging the digital divide



The 5 essentials of early literacy 

development

 Talking– Language and background knowledge

 Singing-- Phonological awareness, and language

 Reading--Language, background knowledge; comprehension; concepts 

of print

 Writing---Phonological awareness and letter names

 Playing---Language; representational demand



Creating an ecology for learning

 Research from ecological 

psychology indicates that 

‘environment’ has a profound 

effect on behavior





Creating cozy spots…



Open-faced book shelves….



Environmental

Print

Functional use of print….



Clusters of objects readily available

 Writing tools

 Paper

 Pencils

 Markers

 Post office box



Child Related Displays



The supportive adult



Powering it up….

 Repeated readings (3 times)

 Introducing children to a variety of genres

 Predictable books and the power of language; using the 

oral cloze technique

 Narrative books

 Information books



Powering it up

 One-to-one readings; or small group

 Interactive readings

 Dialogic reading

 Retellings

 Pretend readings



Emotional supports….



Physical and psychological supports can 

enhance early literacy development


